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Introduction to X Doge ($X)
X Doge ($X) is the next evolutionary Decentralized
Finance (DeFi) cryptocurrency that strives to provide wide
ranging DeFi services from premier charting solutions,
leading NFT platform, Web3 API services to even crosschain Peer-to-Peer (P2P) swapping at low fees. X Doge
has mapped out several huge DeFi offerings in order to
differentiate and to dominate the DeFi space, hence the
word “King” is incorporated in the token’s name.

Firstly, X Doge at its core services - would offer marketing
leading real-time data analysis at the tips of your fingers
via superior charting solution. Part of the charting solution
also comes along with creating unique trading strategies,
anticipating market movements, tracking and copying
the most profitable wallets. An economic model could be
implemented which would serve to incentivise holders for
ad-placements. Bots may be deployed to create an unique
trading strategy for maximum profitability.
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Beyond X Doge’s offering as a premier charting
solution provider, X Doge also endeavor to setup a platform for NFT artists and developers.
Think OpenSea and Rarity.Tools combined into
a single platform with the ability to list, mint,
rank top project by categories, volume, owner
count and most importantly to rank the individual
NFTs in a project by rarity to allow potential NFTs
buyers to either purchase the floor NFTs or the
alphas. Ethereum, the main chain, and in addition,
Solana and Polygon chain will be offered as part of
secondary NFT market to cater all demographics
of NFTs collectors.
X Doge also aims to promote and connect Web3
API services in relation not limiting to marketing,
E-commerce, E-sports, insurance and even
trading tools. API is the acronym for Application
Programming Interface, which is a software
intermediary that allows two applications to talk
to each other. You utilize an API every time you use
an app like Facebook, send an instant message, or
check the weather on your phone.
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An example of a real-world API can be found here.
Consider yourself at a restaurant table with a
menu of options to choose from. Your order will
be prepared in the kitchen, which is part of the
“system.” What’s missing is the crucial link that
allows you to communicate your order to the
kitchen and have it delivered to your table. That’s
where the waiter, sometimes known as an API,
comes in. The waiter is the messenger – or API –
who receives your request or order and transmits
it to the kitchen – or system. The waiter then gives
you the response, which in this case is the food.
Bringing that back to Web3, X Doge requires
context-specific APIs and off-chain services. Web
API can be called directly from a smart contract.
Some Web3 APIs relating to trading tools may
mean a price data provider for fetching popular
technical analysis (TA) data or even an API that
enables users data-driven market analytics and
dashboard to help us find the best liquidity pools
and DeFi token pairs.
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Why X Doge?
Elon Musk is forming “X Holdings” which is likely to consist
of Tesla, Space X, Neuralink and the Boring Company in a
bid to consolidate all the individual companies’ strength
and also to pursue Elon’s Twitter bid.

X Doge also has similar ideology to
bring forth 3 unique utility – 1) Charting
solution, 2) NFT Marketplace and 3) Web3
API to the crypto world. Doge, because
Elon Musk is a huge supporter of Dogecoin
and it will be inevitable in the future for
Tesla or Space X to potentially accept
Dogecoin for payment, pathing the way
for Dogecoin to be the most dominant
cryptocurrency.
X Doge would strive to grow its market
capitalization in tandem with Dogecoin as
Dogecoin gets more widely accepted for
payment with more utility and with the
inception of X Holdings.
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Why Decentralized
Finance (DeFi)?
The 2008 financial crisis demonstrated how
vulnerable our present financial system is,
and how reliant it is on banks and financial
organizations to provide any financial service.
Financial infrastructure hasn’t changed
structurally since the industrial
revolution, and it’s akin to pre-internet
software. Core finance has seen limited
innovation due to high entry barriers,
opaque and inefficient processes, and
high transaction costs.
DeFi is a bottom-up innovation
that substitutes human trust with
mathematical-based trust, paperwork
with smart contracts, legal enforcement
with cryptographic enforcement, and
third-party audit with open source code
and a public ledger in the component of
centralised finance.
Developers can use it to create new
financial products like decentralized
banking, decentralized money markets,
and decentralized asset management
firms.
When compared to today’s financial
services, DeFi strives to be 10x better,
faster, and cheaper.
Decentralised finance will do to
centralised finance what the internet
did to information.

Consider how quickly information is shared on
social media today around the world. What if
money is transmitted at the same rate as trades
are conducted and settled?
Yield seeking (lending, borrowing) - In the DeFi
world, anyone can borrow against crypto collateral
or take out crypto loans outside of the regular
banking system without having to provide KYC
or a credit score. It’s a peer-to-peer lending/
borrowing market that operates without the use
of centralized banking and is powered by smart
contracts. Once programmed on the blockchain,
smart contract logic is immutable.
Trading (Exchanges and Liquidity) - Being a
market maker in centralised finance necessitates
a vast amount of capital, which is concentrated
in the hands of a few large institutions. With an
automated market maker protocol like Uniswap,
DeFi is creating a level playing field for anyone with
modest capital to become a liquidity provider to a
trading pool and earn interest.
Risks include unsustainable high yields, leverage
trading, smart contract issues, and cryptocurrency
price volatility, as with any new promising
technology.

We’re still in the early stages of DeFi, and it’s always changing. From basic blockchain
protocols to decentralized applications to front-end UI, there is innovation at every layer.
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Tokenomics
Supply :

Burn :

10 Trillions

50%

Tax (Reflection)

Slippage

0.9%

1%

Deflationary token that burns a further
0.45% every transaction

X Doge Utility
In order to differentiate and
stand out from the other DeFi
cryptocurrency project, X Doge
has a plethora of DeFi services
to offer that helps to build up
use case and to eventually gain
market share quickly in the
DeFi space.
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Charting Solution
X Doge’s one of the strongest unique selling
point is that superior charting solutions
will be offered, similar to that of Poocoin
and DexTools’ capability to fetch, aggregate
all buys and sells at any given time for the
plotting of the x-axis (time stamp) and y-axis
(prices) seamlessly.
Real-time data and chart will be provided. New pairs, big swap explorer may be
developed to allow potential buyers to keep a look out on promising projects that
has yet to list on CoinMarketCap and CoinGecko. Cryptocurrency investors may
also utilize the big swap explorer to monitor huge price fluctuations which may
then signal insider purchase, huge catalyst such as a CEX listing or even listing in
CoinMarketCap or CoinGecko, where investors may safely time their purchase to
ride the wave up.
Investors may also create their watchlist to monitor favourite pair price
movement. Trade alerts may be set to notify investors of potential breakout
trades from a key supply or demand zone for technical traders. For trend
following traders, top ranked projects from #1 to #10 may be advertised within
the top page of X Doge’s charting platform that are ranked based on trading
volume in last 24 hours, number of pooled tokens, X Doge’s score that may be
improved based on holders count, completion of audit, listing on CoinMarketCap
and CoinGecko, uploading of Whitepaper, inclusion of Website link and Telegram
link. The top-ranked pairs would experience exponential organic growth in price
as many investors are observing the leadership board in ranking.
Trade analytics may help to reveal which cryptocurrency projects is deriving
the most profits or loss within a specified period. Users may also create a
customized bots with unique trading strategy for maximum profitability.
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Charting Solution’s Economy Structure
There are different tiers of memberships :
1.

Complimentary which comes already with real-time data and chart, pool explorer, pair explorer,
big swap explorer.

2.

Basic which comes with level 1 privileges and also ability to enable profit and loss tracker,
trade analytics, wallet information and tracker, limit order and even trading bot.

3.

Advanced tier has level 1 and 2 privileges and also news aggregator, removal of
advertisements.

In order to upgrade to Basic or Advanced tier, $X may be purchased to enable profit and loss tracker,
trade analytics, wallet information and tracker, limit order and even trading bot.
For the intermediate and advanced investors, trading experience may be enhanced under Basic or
Advanced membership which may then create greater demand for $X tokens.
Also, customized advertisement banners placement can help drive organic traffic to any
cryptocurrency that uses X Doge’s charting solution. With simple and user friendly charting
interface coupled with the ability to add-on trading indicators, all levels of investors and traders
would be delighted to incorporate X Doge charting tool and that in turn can help to generate huge
traffic every day for better advertising exposure. Vertical and horizontal banners of varying sizes
may be customized to meet the different budget of any cryptocurrency project. Payment for the
advertisement must be made in either $X or USDT which would in turn help to drive organic growth
in $X price or to create a greater marketing spend for $X developer team.
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NFT Marketplace
X Doge would offer a non-fungible token (NFT)
marketplace to be sold directly at fixed price or through an
auction on the Ethereum or on the Solana chain.
NFT marketplace on X Doge platform would in turn help to create more buying pressure for $X and
likewise for NFT projects listed on X Doge NFT marketplace platform. A good example would be the
recent listing of Ape Coin on Binance, Huobi and other CEX exchanges after Bored Ape Yacht Club (BAYC)
has been listed on OpenSea for a few years. With X Doge providing the NFT marketplace for any future
blue chip NFT like BAYC, it is inevitable that the NFT whales would also participate in the purchase of $X.
By enabling NFT Marketplace on X Doge’s platform, many blue chip NFT whales who hold Bored Ape
Yacht Club, Mutant Ape Yacht Club, Azuki, CryptPunks, Doodles would be exposed to $X and would a
positive synergistic effect on $X’s price and also on the NFT marketplace.
NFT airdrops may also be conducted on the X Doge’s NFT Marketplace for new NFT project which can
help to increase visibility. Likewise holders of $X may also be airdropped some of the new NFT projects
listing on X Doge NFT Marketplace. Holders of $X may also have a choice to claim some of the free
airdrop on the NFT marketplace like what we observe in Crypto.com.
As it may be difficult to navigate the overall NFT market without the help of a rarity tool, X Doge’s NFT
Marketplace would be equipped with such a tool to rank any NFT projects from #1 to the last NFT within
a particular project based on their unique characteristics, transaction history and volume. At the moment,
OpenSea does not offer such capability and potential NFT buyers have to use another website to look up
the rarity factors of the NFT that they are intending to purchase. However, with X Doge Marketplace, it
will be a one-stop shop with listing, minting, ranking all in a single platform.
Educational videos on how to transfer Ethereum to a DEX wallet and on how to avoid phishing and
hacking of wallet may be added to the platform to ensure newer NFT participants are aware of the
perils of potential NFT hacking.
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Web3 API Services
Sophisticated Web3 API solutions may be
offered to various categories such as in the
E-Commerce, Esports gaming, insurance,
marketing or even trading tools.

For example for Esports gaming, an API may be created for maintaining the
score for tournament / leagues, matches, teams, players and the odds as
well. Also an API may be created for game information such as team data,
player data, fixture data to 3rd party software applications.
When external vendors seek X Doge’s team expertise in creating such APIs,
a referral fee is to be made in $X which would then be reflected back to $X
holders. Such APIs, depending on the level of complexity, which would have
been ready-made by the developers and if necessary may be customized to
suit the specific needs of the vendor.
Partners of X Doge API services, with the partners’ consent, would be published
on X Doge’s website to showcase X Doge’s developer technical capability in
Web3 technology. Medium articles would also be published to explain the
utility of such APIs when new vendors are onboarded like how Vitalik Buterin,
co-founder of Ethereum, would publish dissertation papers on any new
development on Ethereum.
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Roadmap

Phase 3

Phase 2
•
•
•
•

Phase 1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CoinGecko and
CoinMarketCap Listing
50,000 $X holders
BSC Scan blue tick
CoinZilla Marketing
Media release on Nasdaq,
Bloomberg, Investing.com
TrustWallet, TokenPocket
Update
CEX Listing in LBank,
MEXC, Bitmart
AMA with founders
Implementation of
Charting Solution
NFT Marketplace Beta
Web3 API Services Beta

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

80,000 Telegram Members
200,000 $X Holders
Targeted Airdrop Campaign
CEX Listing in Gate.IO, KuCoin,
ByBit
Charting Solution in Android
and Apple store
Twitter Major Cryptocurrency
Promotion
Banners and Billboards in
New York, UAE
Charting Solution News
Aggregator Beta
Charting solution Premium
Membership Tiering
Targeted NFT Airdrop
Campaign
Web3 API Services
Partnership with a few
established vendors

•
•
•
•
•
•

1M $X Holders
Cross-bridge launch in
Ethereum, Polygon
Celebrity Partnership
Charting Solution News
Aggregator launch
Cryptocurrency
Conventions and Sponsor
CEX Listing in Binance,
Coinbase, Huobi
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